Welcome to St. James High School, where our mission is to empower all students with the skills necessary to reach their highest level of academic achievement. At St. James, we have numerous paths available for students to reach their goals, and we are committed to working with each student to ensure he/she is progressing down that path. From dual enrollment opportunities with partnering colleges and universities, technical and career paths, honors and traditional course options, and even full-time or part-time virtual school opportunities, we have academic options to meet any need.

Additionally, with our expanding opportunities to join athletic teams, clubs, and other co-curricular organizations, we have something positive for every student at St. James High School. The staff at St. James High School thanks you for visiting our web page. We have parent links filled with resources, including the ability to view your child’s progress, access homework assignments, and read the daily announcements. We hope you find our web page helpful.

Michael Kennedy
Principal, St. James High School